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The mixing of the levels of a compound nucleus in the field of a high-intensity light wave is
considered. The cross sections for inelastic neutron scattering and radiative capture are computed
with allowance for this effect. The effect of the electron shell on the effective charge for the dipole
interaction between the neutron nucleus system and the external electromagnetic field is taken
into consideration.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The effect of resonance excitation of atoms in a laserradiation field has been fairly well studied from both the
theoretical and experimental points of view.' In the case of a
nucleus the resonance excitation of the levels near the
ground state was accomplished with the aid of the Mossbauer effect. There are only incoherent-radiation sources for
this energy region. The situation is different when the levels
of a compound nucleus are excited, e.g., in reactions with
neutrons. In the case of heavy nuclei (the rare earths, the
actinides), for excitations corresponding to the binding energy of the neutron, the distance between the levels of the compound nucleus is close in order of magnitude to the energies
of laser-light quanta. Therefore, we can, in principle, raise
the question of resonance transitions between two levels of a
compound nucleus, one of which is excited in the course of
the neutron capture. In this case levels with opposite parities, which may differ significantly in the partial nucleardecay probabilities associated with them, will, as a rule, be
mixed in an external resonance electromagnetic field.
s , attempted
~.~
to estimate the probIn earlier ~ a ~ e r we
ability for mixing of the levels of a compound nucleus in the
presence of an external electromagnetic field. We assumed
that the electron shell of the atoms had no effect on the probability for resonance mixing of the levels of a compound nucleus, i.e., that the frequency of the electromagnetic field was
not equal to the electron-transition frequency. Furthermore,
the spin of the neutron was assumed to be equal to zero.
~ h e s ktwo assumptions are rather far removed from what
the real situation is, especially, the neglect of the effect of the
electron shell. It had been shown earlier in another connection4 that, in the case of electric dipole nuclear transitions
with low frequency (w,,,, 5 we,, the electron-transition frequency), the electron shell of the atom has an appreciable
-effect bh the nuclear-transition probabilities.
In the present paper we investigate the role of the electron shell in the processes of resonance mixing of the levels of
a compound nucleus, and also compute the probability for
this mixing.

(1)
where m and M are respectively the electron and neutron
masses, pi is the electron momentum operator, p, is the incident-neutron momentum operator, p,,,, is the nucleus momentum operator, MA is the mass of the nucleus,
V(lr, - r,,,, 1) is the effective neutron-nucleus interaction
potential, V(jri - r,,,, I) is the potential energy operator of
the atom, and Hintis the operator for the interaction of the
neutron with the nucleons of the nucleus. The Hintinteraction leads to the excitation of more complicated configurations, e.g., three-quasiparticle configurations.
Let us write the vector potential of the external electromagnetic field in the dipole approximation in the form
A=A, cos ot.

We transform to a system of coordinates fixed to the nucleus;
to do this, we introduce the relative coordinates and the coordinate of the center of gravity:

gi'ri-rnucl,
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(Z'm+lK(A+i)).
(3)

f-1

After simple transformations, the Hamiltonian
written in the form
H=H,,+H,,+

can be

(4)

V,

where Hoa and H,, are respectively the Hamiltonians of the
atom and neutron + nucleus system in the absence of an external electromagnetic field, and for the operator V we obtain the following expression:

2. EFFECT OF THE ELECTRON SHELL

The Hamiltonian of an atom + neutron system in an
external electromagnetic field has the form
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Here the first term describes the interaction of the electrons
with the external electromagnetic field, the summation beingover all the electrons in the atom (Z'<Z); the second term
describes the interaction of the system neutron + nucleus
with the A field; and the third term describes the correlation
between the motion of the electron nucleus system and
that of the neutron. This interaction is the result of the separation of the center of mass of the atom neutron system and
the going over to the coordinates of the neutron and the
electrons relative to the nucleus. In Ref. 4 a similar interaction between the nucleons of the nucleus and the electron
shell arises from the Coulomb energy as a result of an expansion in powers of the small parameter (r,,,, (/(re,I. Therefore, this interaction is proportional to the square of the
charge, but the interaction considered in the present paper
does not depend on the charge at all.
The quantity Ze/A should be interpreted as the effective charge for the electric dipole transitions in the neutron+ nucleus system. If the effect of the electron shell is insignificant, then only this charge needs to be considered. Let us
consider the effect of the electron shell on the effective
charge. To do this, let us compute the matrix element of the
transition between the compound-nucleus level for thes neutron and the correspondingp level with emission or absorption of a quantum of the external electromagnetic field. We
shall assume that the electron shell of the atom remains in
the process in the ground state. Then we obtain in the lowest
orders of perturbation theory the expression

+
+

sion the w-independent term, and, using the well-known sum
rule for the square of the matrix element of the dipole operator,5 reduce it to the ratio Z '/Z, where Z ' is the number of
electrons in the atom (ion)and Z is the nuclear charge. Let us
express the other term, which is proportional to w2,in terms
of the dipolar polarizability of the atom (ion)':
ez
'
1
(8)
B ( o ) = ~I (~E ~ ) ~ ~ I ~ ( -

) '+
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As a result, we obtain an expression for the effective transition matrix element for the neutron + nucleus system in the
form
Ze
2-2'
VAn=i-2 4 (EnzEo)An Z

(-

m a 2 137
fit

z a cm))

Estimates of the second term in (9) in the static limit
yield a value of lop4 for nonalkali neutral atoms and a value
roughly an order of magnitude higher for the alkali atoms.
When allowance is made for the w dependence of the dynamica1 polarizability, the corresponding term can be much
greater than the term in the static case. Thus, for example,
for the cesium atom and a neodymium laser the value of the
polarization term can be as high as lop2. In the case of ions
the first term, as a rule, predominates. Thus, the electron
shell has quite an appreciable effect on the effective charge
for the electric dipole transitions in the neutron + nucleus
system in a laser-radiation field. Notice that this conclusion
is valid in the nonresonance-with respect to the electronsapproximation (i.e., in the case when w, - w)r,, where
r, is the width of the corresponding atomic level.
3. PROBABILITY FOR MIXING OF THE LEVELS OF A
COMPOUND NUCLEUS

where pi = - ifid/dJi, p, = - iM/dJ,, the sum is over all
the excited electron states of the atom, Emand E, are respectively the excited- and ground-state energies of the atom, En
is the energy of the incoming neutron, and E, is the energy of
the compound-nucleus level at which the neutron is captured. If the absorption of the neutron is accompanied by the
absorption of a photon, then EA=En + h.Substituting
this value of E, into (6),and using the relation
we obtain (A, = cE,/w)

Here, for simplicity, we consider the case in which the z axis
is oriented along the vector E,. Let us transform the expression in the round brackets. Let us separate out in this expres1137
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For the subsequent calculations it is convenient to express the nuclear transition operator in (9) in terms of the
spherical harmonics Y,, (8,p ):

where e, = Ze/A, 8, is the angle between E, and p, ,p, is the
corresponding azimuthal angle, and 8 is the angle between
Pn and g n .
We shall compute the cross section for an inelastic scattering in which the neutron undergoes a transition from the
state with initial energy E, into the state with energy
E~ ffiW, using perturbation theory. Then the cross section
for inelastic scattering of the neutron in a laser-radiation
field can be written in the form
1

where k = ME,/# is the square of the wave vector of the
incident neutrons; the summation is over all the final states.
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In the case of slow-neutron scattering by nuclei we can limit
ourselves in the initial state to the consideration of thes andp
waves. We shall assume that the target nucleus has zero spin;
then the initial-state wave function in the region r, > R (the
nuclear radius) will have the form (weassume, for simplicity,
that the neutron is a spinless particle)
c p , , ~ e x p ( i 6(~k o ) [cos Go(ko)j0
(xo)

o,.. =

-sin 60( k o )q o( x o )I Po (cos 0 )
+3i exp (isl( k o )) [cos 6 , ( k , )j 1 ( 2 , )
-sin

sl ( k o )q l ( x o )I P, (cos O ) ,

Uo is the depth of the well, 6, is the angle between k, and k,,
and ao(ko)= So(ko)/ko,ao(k,)= 60(k,)/k, are the s-wave neutron scattering lengths at E, and E, f& respectively.
Integrating the expression (16) over the scattering angle, we obtain the total cross section for inelastic neutron
scattering in a laser-radiation field:

(12)

where xo=k&,, ;j,, j,, 7, and q 1 are spherical Bessel and
Neumann functions of orders zero and one; Po(y) and PI(y)
are the Legendre polynomials. The phases of the s and p
waves for the neutron energy corresponding to ko are given
by the following expressions6:

(z)z(z)2+-

1
4n
IBI'3
kok,

I A I ~ [ I A I ~ C O S ~ ~ ~

I

Let us consider in detail the two simple cases in which
one of the terms in the expression (18) is greater than the
other. Let the initial neutron energy E, be such that it practically coincides with the s-resonance energy Eo of the compound nucleus, while the scattered-neutron energy lies in the
p-resonance region (E, + &=El). Then, since the resonance scattering phase is usually much greater than the potential scattering phase, IB I 'B [ A 1 and

Pot

= e x ~ ( 2 i 6 ~( k. o~ ) )[ l - i ~ n o , l / ( ~ p - E o , l + 1 / 21,i ~ o ,(13)
,)
where r,,,,,
are the elastics- andp-resonance widths for the
neutrons, E,,, are the positions of the s andp resonances, E,
is the energy of the incoming neutron, and S Gtare the potential scattering phases of the s and p waves at the neutron
energy corresponding to k,. The wave function pfinof the
scattered neutron will also have the form of a superposition
of s andp waves. The expression for pfinhas the form of (12)
withx, replaced by x,-k,l, ,where k = 2M (E, + &)/A,,
and the scattering phases 6, and 6, evaluated at the neutron
energy corresponding to k,.
We shall compute the radial matrix element of the transition operator (10)between the wave functions pinit
and pfin
in the squarewell model. Using the well-known quantummechanical formula

In the second case E, =El and E, + & z E o , i.e., the initial
neutron energy is close to the p resonance, while the scattered-neutron energy is close to the s resonance. Then the
total scattering cross section has the form

:

Thus, as follows from a comparison of the formulas (19)and
(20),in the second case (transition from thep into the s state)
the total cross section depends on the angle 6, between the
, total inelastic
vectors k, and E,, and, when 8, = ~ / 2 the
(kt)i 2 = (E,-E,) ( t n1)2 / f i ~ ,
neutron scattering cross section tends to zero. At the same
as well as the relation
time, in the first case (transition from the s into the p state)
the total cross section does not depend on this angle at all.
Let us estimate the ratio of the total cross sections at exact
resonance, when in the first case the initial neutron energy
which is shown in the Appendix to be valid for the Hamiltoncoincides with the s-resonance energy and the scattered neuian (4),we obtain for the differentialcross section for neutron
tron energy coincides with the location of the p resonance
scattering in a laser-radiation field the expression
(let, for definiteness, the transition from the s into thep state
be accompanied by the emission of a photon). Then the transition from thep into the s state is accompanied by the absorption of a photon:
X [ ~ A ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ + 01I B ~ ~ ( C O S ~ O ~ ~ ~

(E")?.~~=-(v~u)~~,

+ sin O0 sin 81 cos ( q l - q ~ )
-2 (Re A Re Bf Im A Im B ) (cos 0, COS 0 ,

+ sin 0, sin O1 cos (cp,-9,)) cos O 0 ] ,

(16)
4. RESONANCE CROSS SECTION FOR NEUTRONS WITH
SPIN

where

We shall consider in this section the effect of the neutron spin on the process of inelastic scattering in a laserradiation field. To avoid unwieldy formulas, let us consider a
1138
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target nucleus with spin I = 0, and limit ourselves to the case
in which the energy of the incoming neutrons is close to the sresonance energy of the compound nucleus and the energy of
the inelastically scattered neutrons coincides with the position of thep state. Then we can, on the basis of the preceding
analysis, limit ourselves in the initial-state wave function to
only the s wave:

-

cpinit=14nsin (x,+6, (k,) ) YO,(0, cp) x (0)1x0.

Comparing (25) with (16), we note that allowance for the
neutron spin leads to a new angular dependence if the scattering phases a,/, and 6,/, differ from each other; in the
opposite case when 6 , ~ , ~ 6 , ,the
, cross section (25) coincides with that term in the cross section (16)which is proportional to IB 12.Let us integrate (25)over the scattering angle
and obtain the total cross section:

(22)

x

Here (a)
is the spin wave function of the neutron. Let us
expand the wave function of the final state with I = 1 (thep
state) in terms of the wave functions of the total angular
momentumj in this state.6 Since the target nucleus has zero
spin, the total spin in the final state can have the values and
1; therefore, the wave function of the final state with I = 1 in
the region x , < 1 can be written in the form: for the + 1 spin
component

+

14n
@'l*=ix," {sin 6%(k1)12

+ sin 8,,(k,)

[v$

YI.X

[1/$

yl0x(+)

(+)-l/ $ Y., X (-+)I}

X [ 12631:(ki) +6,(kl) 12+216x(ki)-6l/,(k,) 12].
(26)
Notice that, when 6312--S,~2,the expression (26) for the
cross section coincides with the previously obtained analogous expression (19). In the resonance approximation, in
which
the
inelastically-scattered-neutron
energy
E~ + &I --El, the resonance energy of a compound nucleus
with total spin -$, the expression for the cross section can be
represented in the form
2 n
I'np P/z) r n (3/2kJ
ObnYa = -IA12,
)
(3/2,k ~ )
3 ko2 (E** f i ~ - E l , ~2+1/&r2

(23)

Here T , (),k,)is the reduced neutron width of the +-resothen
nance. Similarly, if E~ f &o z El (6,

and for m = - 1

From a comparison of the expressions (27) and (28)for the
cross sections, we can see that the ratio of the cross sections
for neutron scattering via the resonance with total spin
and via the resonance with spin 4 can be written as

+

~ F ~ ( ~ I ~ ) ~ ~ ( ~ I ~ r)n~( 1( ~~2I) r~( 3) ~I2F) ,~ ( ~ I ~ )

Here 6312(k1)
and 6112(k1)
are the scattering phases for a neutron in the states with total spinsj = andj = 4 respectively.
In the expressions (23)and (24)the spherical harmonics Y,,
depend on the angle 8 ' (the angle between k, and r,). Let us
use the transformation formulas given in Ref. 7, and go over
to the angles 8 and 8, (8is the angle between k, and r, ;8,, the
angle between k, and k,).
Using the square-well model and the corresponding relations (11) and (15),we obtain for the differential cross section for inelastic neutron scattering in a laser-radiation field
the following expression:

+

so that the cross sections differ by a factor of two if all the
widths are of the same order of magnitude.
In conclusion, let us note that allowance for the neutron
spin does not give rise to significant changes in the expression for the cross section; a dependence on the angle between
E, and k,, does not arise in this case, too.

r

5. INDUCED NUCLEAR REACTIONS

The total level width r for the compound nucleus is
usually determined by the processes of elastic scattering and
radiative capture of the neutron. In heavy nuclei, to these
processes is added fission, so that r=r,+T,
+ rf= r, + y, where y is the width characterizing the decay of the compound-nucleus level via the radiative and fission channels. With allowance for this observation, the cross
a, for induced nuclear reactions (fission, radiative
X[126j,2(k1)
+61Il (k.) I2(cos0, cos elf sin 0, sin 0, c o s ( ( ~ ~ - c p ~ )section
)~
capture)
for the process of neutron capture at thes resonance
1
+ I 6.r(k,) --611g(k.) I ' (sin2 0, cos20, + sin200( l + c o s q i )
can be written as
2

+ cos 0, sin 0, (sin @,+sin0. cos 01) )I .
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Similarly, we can derive an expression for the induced-nuclear-reaction cross section for the case in which the neutron
is captured at thep resonance; from (20)it follows that

(the partial (n,y) transition, for example), can become allowed to the extent of the mixing of the compound-nucleus
levels after the field has been switched on.
The case in which the external electromagnetic wave is
at resonance with some electron transition in the atom (ion)
is of interest. Such a resonance in the Rabi regime (ye,gAw,
the electromagnetic field width) is considered in Ref. 2,
where it is shown that in this case the high-frequency electromagnetic field inside the electron shell can be an appreciably
(30) amplified field. Resonance in the case when the Rabi conditions are not fulfilled requires a more detailed analysis.
Knowing the width y for the compound-nucleus level in
In conclusion, let us give an estimate for the power of
and p n p ,
question, we can, by estimating the quantities rnp
the
electromagnetic
field in the specific case of the La139
find the quantity a,.
nucleus (Z- Z ' 3). In this nucleus there is a p level with
energy E, =0.734 eV and an s level with energy
6. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS. CONCLUSION
Eo = - 37.5 eV. Although this s level is, in energy terms,
located quite far from thep level, it has a fairly large width
Above we determined the neutron-scattering and reac(r",
45X lop3eV andgT",
0.115 eV, and therefore the
tion cross sections in the field of an electromagnetic wave
effect of this level is felt quite far beyond the location of thep
whose frequency is equal to the separation of the compoundlevel. For the p level T P , z 5 6 x
eV and gT,
nucleus levels with opposite parities. But a number of condi= 3.2X lo-* eV. For a neodymium laser (k= 1.17 eV)
tions must be fulfilled to be able to observe the effect of laser
with power 30 kW/cm2 the stimulated-capture cross section
radiation on the cross section for interaction of a neutron
z 2 b for neutrons with energy E, = 0.734 k . In this case
with nuclei.
we assume that the charge of the La'39 ion is equal to three,
1. The neutron must be scattered by the nucleus of an
and that the light wave propagates in a direction perpendicuion. For example, atoms of the rare-earth elements and the
lar to the direction of motion of the neutrons. Thus, even
actinides, when implanted in a dielectric, exist in an ionic
with allowance for the electron screening, the stimulatedstate with charge Z - Z '- 3; therefore, the effective charge
neutron-capture effect can be observed at moderate laserof the neutron nucleus system is, according to (18), reradiation powers.
duced by a factor of 20-30 as a result of the effect of the
The authors express their gratitude to V. P. ~ e r t e b n 6 ,
electron shell. But for the ion to be regarded as isolated, the
V. K. Ignatovich, G. V. Muradyan, and S. M. Mironov for
condition o>w,,, ,where a,,, is the characteristic frequency
discussions.
of the optical phonons, must be fulfilled; otherwise, according to the conclusion drawn in Sec. 2, the effective charge can
drop down to
Let us, moreover, note that the proposed method of
computing the cross sections is valid if the condition h>ro APPENDIX
is also fulfilled.
We can write the Hamiltonian of the neutron nucleus
2. The scattering, accompanied by the absorption or
system in the form
emission of a quantum of the electromagnetic field, of an swave neutron near an isolated p resonance is highly improwhere H, describes the motion of the neutron in the selfbable, since in this case the s-wave neutron undergoes only
consistent field of the nucleus, while Hi,,
describes the interpotential scattering, and does not form a compound nucleus
action of the neutron with the more complicated configurain the potential-well model. The corresponding probability
tions, e.g., the two particles-one hole configuration.
in this model is estimated in Ref. 8.
3. Estimates with the aid of the formulas (19) and (20)
The matrix element of the dipole operator for the neushow that the cross section for s-wave neutron scattering
tron + nucleus system is equal to
accompanied by a transition of the neutron into thep state is
of the same order of magnitude as the corresponding cross
section for the case in which the p-wave neutron goes over
into the s state. But the total cross section for capture in the
case of the s resonance of the compound nucleus is, as a rule,
greater than the corresponding cross section in the case of
where 1 and 2 denote the eigenfunctions of the operator H,, .
the neighboring p level. Therefore, it is more expedient to
Let us estimate the contribution of the second term in (A.1).
have thep level of the compound nucleus in the initial state, The nuclear interaction Hi,,
of the neutron with the rest of
since we can use a thicker target in that case. Let us also the nucleons of the nucleus attenuates over distances of the
emphasize that the transition from thes( p) level of the com- order of a -ro = RA -'I3. Therefore, we have the estimate
pound nucleus into another state, which may be forbidden or
of low probability in the absence of an electromagnetic field

-

+

+

+
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and, consequently,

The width W characterizing the decay of the single-particle
state n into more complicated states (the "mixing" width) is
defined as follows:

Thus, the role of the interaction H,,, in the case of electric
dipole transitions between the compound-nucleus levels is,
to the extent that the imaginary part of the optical potential
is small compared to the shell spacing, minor.

W = ~ J 1I(Hz,,) i z I 'pz.

wherep, is the energy density of the complicated states. Consequently, we have

-

1 (Ht7,t),,z1

(W/p~)'2.

Separating the single-particle components in the wave functions 1 and 2, we obtain

1 (VnHint) 1 -ro-'lC,,zl
12

(J~/p2)"',

(A.3)

where CIS,are the amplitudes of the admixtures of the single-particle neutron configurations in the states 1 and 2. On
the other hand, for a potential of rectangular shape we have

I ( VnU) I - IClC@(pl(R) w ( R ) I Uo,
12

('4.4)

where p,,, are the single-particle components of the wave
functions of the corresponding states CIS,- ( p I z w)-'I2 of
the compound nucleus. Finally, comparing (A.3)and (A.4),
and bearing in mind the fact that p,,,(R )-R -'I2, we obtain
the estimate
WR WA'"
I (VnHint)tzlI (VnU) izI-'- roUo -.Uo

--
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